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Meet The Artist:   

• Andrew Warhol was born in 1928 

near Pittsburgh, PA. He was an 

American painter, film-maker, 

publisher and major figure in the 

pop art movement. He died in 1987 

at the age of 58 after a routine gall 

bladder operation. 

• As a child, he was often sick. His 

mom would give him a Hershey bar 

for every coloring book page he 

finished. He remembers his mom making Campbell’s Tomato soup everyday for him.  

He excelled in art and won a scholarship to college. 

• After college, he moved to New York City and became a magazine illustrator and 

became known for his drawings of shoes.  His mother lived with him. They had little 

money, they even had no hot water. The tub was actually located in the kitchen. They 

also had up to 20 cats that lived with them. 

• In the 1960’s, he started to make paintings of famous American products such as 

soup cans, coke bottles, dollar signs, celebrity portraits.  He became known as the 

“Pope of Pop” – he brought art to the masses by making art out of daily life and 

everyday objects.   

• Warhol also made over 60 films and wrote several books.  He created the fashion 

magazine “Interview”, which is still published today.   

• The Andy Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh, PA. is the largest American Art Museum 

dedicated to a single artist – there are more then 4,000 works by Warhol himself 

there.  

• He was very eccentric and loved to wear crazy large blonde wigs and wore huge 

glasses.  



 

DISCUSSION: 

Pop Art was a major art movement during the 1960s in the United States that used 

subject matter of popular culture such as comic strips, movies, popular idols, or everyday 

objects seen in a new way.  Typical American Pop Art was generally more bold, aggressive, 

even overpowering. 
  
Repetition is created when objects, shapes, space, light, direction, lines, faces, etc. are  

used over and over again as an identical form. This was a popular method used in Pop Art.  

Another famous painting by Warhol is the 100 cans. (Show the print)   
 

Iconic is the use of famous people, popular or everyday objects or logos as subject matter. 
 

Give a quick review on color theory using the color wheel:  

Primary colors: Red, Yellow and Blue. All other colors can be made from mixing these 

three colors.   

Secondary colors: Equal amounts of two primary colors. Yellow + Red = Orange,  Blue + 

Yellow = Green,  Red + Blue = Purple.   

Complimentary or Contrasting colors: Colors directly opposite each other on the color 

wheel. Red/green, blue/orange, violet/yellow.   

Neutral colors: Not associated on the color wheel – browns, blacks, grays and whites. 

But they are used to change lightness or darkness (the value) of a color and add 

depth. Example: Red + white = pink 
 

Complimentary or CONTRASTING colors are used in art to make each color stand out, 

appear more vibrant and actually attract a person to the artwork.  Warhol was very 

successful at this technique. Notice the face and hair color, the background and color of 

Monroe’s collar and eye shadow.  Also, point out how the neutral colors were used to add 

depth or shadowing to the faces.   

 

Possible Questions: 

o Who is this person?   How do you know this person?  

o Why do you think Warhol painted this person?   

o Is this painting symmetrical or asymmetrical?   

o How would you describe the COLORS?  Do they look realistic?  Warhol experimented 

with colors using the face of famous people – including many self portraits.  

o Do you notice the CONTRAST in the colors?  Where?  Even though the colors add to 

the “look” of the portrait, Warhol used the contrasting colors to make his portrait 

appear flat, less real and meaningless.  

o Where is the REPETITION and why do you think Warhol used it? A popular method 

used in Pop Art.  Another famous painting by Warhol is the 100 cans. (Show the 

print)   

o How are these two painting different?  (geometric shapes vs. realistic lines)  How 

are they the same? 

o How does each artwork make you feel? 



 

ACTIVITY: Warhol on Warhol 

 

NOTE TO PROGRAM VOLUNTEER:  Before this lesson, you will need to slightly enlarge the 

Warhol image located at the back of this lesson to copy onto the 9x12 heavy paper.  

 

Materials:  9x12 heavy paper, colored Sharpie markers, black sharpie markers, 12x18 black 

construction paper, scissors, glue, assorted colored masking tape.  

 

Process:   

1. Pass out the Warhol image to each student, a set of the colored Sharpie markers, 

and a black sharpie marker.   

2. Color in each photo using bright complementary/contrasting colors.  They may use 

the same colors again and play with the value (i.e. lightness or darkness) – but in 

different combinations so each image doesn’t look the same.  Explain that if they use 

complementary colors, they will pop out. They also need to color in the background. 

Make them colorful and unexpected!!! 

3. When they finish each photo, they may choose to outline or emphasize certain areas 

with a colored or the black marker.  Otherwise, having the colors edge next to each 

other looks great too. 

4. Glue the entire sheet of Warhols onto the black construction paper.   

5. Using the colored masking tape, tape across and down the entire margin areas making 

sure to frame the photos within the tape.  

6. Label back of piece with student name. 

7. Tell them they just created a Pop Art of Andy Warhol. 



  



 

 


